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By Felicia Pratt

N

ow that it’s summertime, many people
are trying to get in shape. People
want to lose weight for a variety of
reasons, be they vanity or health concerns. Whatever
a person’s weight-loss motivation, making it happen
takes effort—not to mention patience. The same thing
is true in business.
People start businesses for lots of reasons. Some
working moms, for example, yearn for flexibility;
others want to spend more time with their kids. It’s
probably safe to say that everyone wants control and
independence, but whatever our entrepreneurial
motivations and desires, we all expect to make money.
After all, money helps us fulfill our desires! So we try
this and that, but nothing seems to give us the financial results we want. We may achieve some success, but
nothing enduring. We end up in a slump, dabbling in
different tactics and quickly realizing that those methods aren't working, either—we still haven't made any
money. What gives?
Maybe the method isn’t the problem. Maybe we’re
looking for the wrong results.
Growing a business is a lot like losing weight. The
goal in weight loss is seeing the scale move; the goal
in business is making money. On your journey toward
your goals, however, it’s worth paying attention to other
results that tell us our big goal is near.
When I first started my weight-loss journey, I started
with the Insanity DVDs. I don't recommend this approach—boy, it was hard. The first day I was tired, out
of breath, and extremely sweaty after my workout. The
next day, I was in so much pain that I wondered whether
I really wanted to continue. But precisely because of that
pain and sweat (and a really good night’s sleep!), I did
keep going. I mean, after all, something was happening
to my body, right?
I continued with the workouts for a week, and at the
end of the week I weighed myself. Nothing! No change
on the scale. But my husband kept telling me how great
I looked. I kept at it for another week. My clothes were
starting to loosen, but when I jumped on that scale, I
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saw zilch. What was going on? Could I really get smaller
without losing pounds?
But I knew something was going on. I was getting
results. I felt stronger every day; I was sleeping better;
my clothes were indeed growing looser, but I still wasn't
losing weight. If I had focused only on my main goal—seeing the numbers on the scale go down—I probably would
have given up, but because I was seeing other results,
I just knew the scale would move eventually. By week
three, the scale had indeed moved.
Growing a business is a lot like this. When we think
about "growing our business," we usually think about
how much money is in the bank or how many sales we’re
making. But we need to pay attention to other signs
too. I recently decided to scale things back a bit—to
return to what I know really works and basically start
from scratch. What I'm currently doing will give me the
metaphorical honest sweat, additional energy, and looser
clothes in my business. I currently blog regularly, send
out newsletters, and use social media daily. All of those
tools will help me grow my business and achieve the income I want, but because I'm in the beginning stages, I'm
paying attention to the clues telling me that the steady
cash is near. These clues can guide you, too.
Look for comments and visit durations on your
blog—these metrics will let you know that people are
reading and absorbing your content. You may also want
to monitor your engagement on social media: are people
retweeting, liking, or talking to you on Twitter and Facebook? As these results increase, so will your sales—but,
just as with weight loss, it won’t happen unless you start
with the basics. N
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